RESEARCH NEWS apart. They are virtually identical."
To other ornithologists, Feduccia's gripping tale clinches the case. "Feduccia's paper establishes conclusively that the claws of Archaeopteryx have the morphology of a perching, climbing animal," says Larry Martin, a paleo-omithologist at the University of Kansas in Lawrence. "It was not running on the ground." Some paleontologists, however, think Feduccia is, well, out of his tree. Paul Sereno, an evolutionary biologist at the University of Chicago, disputes whether one can use a bird's claws to draw definitive conclusions about its overall behavior. "Many so called groundbirds, for example chickens, still spend some time in the trees," he says. Sereno also questions Feduccia's claims for the wing, or hand, claws. "I think the hand claws are particularly irrelevant because he makes no comparisons to dinosaurs. In fact, Archaeopteryx's hand claws are very, very similar to those of theropods." Gauthier adds, "If Archaeopteryx used its hand claws for climbing in trees, then all the related dinosaurs-theropods, Velociraptor, T. rex-all climbed in trees." And if that's the case says Gauthier, "You've got a problem," since T. rex was clearly a terrestrial creature.
But not all the clucks from paleontologists are those of disapproval. Ostrom, whom one might expect to be outraged, is preening instead. "I'm just having a ball," he said with a chuckle. "It sounds to me as if Alan sities that segregate the plasma's charged constituents into alternating stripes. That creates a multitude of short, but extremely strong, electric fields between the stripes. And because the interfering beams also generate ocean-like waves in the plasma that travel at the speed of light, the charge-segregated disturbances race through the plasma. Like surfers gaining speed as they move down a wave, electrons can gain energy by catching and riding these lightning-fast plasma waves.
That principle was proposed almost 15 years ago by John Dawson of the University of California, Los Angeles, and Tajima Toshi of the University of Texas in Austin. But not until recently had the UCLA researchers and other groups honed their understanding, machinery, and technical expertise enough to make plasma waves of sufficient quality for acceleration experiments. Now the UCLA group has gone on to hamess the energy of those waves to accelerate electrons from an external source.
In the work reported in PRL, the group succeeded in boosting the energy of electrons injected into a laboratory plasma by at least 7 million electron volts. If the same acceleration rate could be maintained over just a few hundred meters (most likely through a series of shorter accelerating regions, within which high-quality plasmas would be easier to maintain), a plasma accelerator conceivably could match the 20 trillion electron volts of the SSC, says Dawson, who was not an author on the PRL paper. Given that kind of payoff, it's not surprising that the UCLA group has company in the advanced accelerator business. Their recent work may have put them in the lead, concedes Jim Simpson, head of Argonne National Laboratory's accelerator R & D program, but researchers at Argonne and elsewhere have accelerated electrons in plasma waves generated by other methods. Notable among them is the "wa ke field" method, in which bunches of injected electrons plow through a plasma like a boat on a lake. The "wake" that results can accelerate electrons, but not yet at rates as high as the laser-based technique, says Simpson. Within the year, though, a testbed known as the Wake Field Accelerator should be up and running at Argonne. And that, Simpson adds, could inject additional energy into the "friendly competition" to shrink particle accelerators.
-Ivan Amato
